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tina v9 includes a vast range of importing and exporting options to and from different cad file formats. tina supports autocad formats such as vhdl, verilog and kicad,
eagle, pads, edif, plot, ltspice and others. tina v9 has a powerful graphical presentation of the lattice fpga architecture that allows for an easy understanding of the fpga
topology and how it is connected to the external circuitry. at the same time tina can simulate in real time the fpga operation and simulate other external circuits
connected to the fpga. fast modeling with realistic simulation. as the use of fpgas continues to grow the number of components and the complexity of the designs have
increased to the point where realistic simulation of the board and the devices becomes critical to making reliable design decisions. using sophisticated modeling and
simulation algorithms tina v9 can analyze the impact of both clock skew and jitter on the board and each of the components. schematic symbol editor. tina v9
incorporates tina s powerful schematic editor that allows you to insert and edit both schematic and board symbol elements. to get the best results from tina s schematic
symbol editor, try to keep your designs organized by placing related components next to each other on the schematic and carefully placing components on the
schematic. this will help to avoid common mistakes. schematic to board. tina v9 includes a powerful pcb design system that allows users to view and edit a schematic in
the context of the entire board. this is an important feature since it allows users to make changes to the schematic and immediately see the changes on the board. you
can select components on the schematic and place them on the board to test the design.
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